CLASS OF SERVICE

This is a fast message unless its deferred characteristic is indicated by the proper symbol.

WESTERN UNION
TELEGRAM
W. P. MARSHALL, PRESIDENT

The filing time shown in the date line on domestic telegrams is STANDARD TIME at point of origin. Time of receipt is STANDARD TIME at

1201 1958 Oct 21

0839:

0 SFB234 (PI83) 44 INTL 0 SF SINGAPORE VIA GLOBE 21

=LT DR ALBERT SABIN= abv children's Hospital

PAEDIATRICS DEPARTMENT (DLR 22):

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI CIN:

= FURTHER TO MY LETTER DEMAND FOR ORAL VACCINE GREAT
STOP FEDERATION GOVERNMENT ALSO WISH TO START STOT
PLEASE LET US HAVE HUNDREDTHOUSAND DOSES AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE STOP CHARGE US STOP WRITING FURTHER:

=HALE•=

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE